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ABSTRACT
We recently showed how to construct omni-directional ray-optical transformation-optics devices out of ideal thin lenses. These devices can be seen as theoretical generalisations of the paraxial, four-lens, “Rochester cloak”. Here we investigate the practical realisability of such devices. We use ray-tracing simulations to compare combinations of skew lenses of different types, including ideal lenses and phase holograms of lenses.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Our work is concerned with applications of thin light-ray-direction-changing sheets. One class of such sheets are telescope windows, which are arrays of (usually tiny) telescopes that rely on the fact that the telescopes — like the pixels of a computer screen — cannot be resolved under certain conditions, which give telescope windows the appearance of interfaces that perform generalised refraction.1,2 Telescope windows have a number of shortcomings,3,4 but they can perform very general pixelated generalised refraction, and if the shortcomings can be overcome or at least ameliorated, telescope windows also offer very general imaging.5,6 This imaging is, in fact, so general that structures of (improved) telescope windows can form transformation-optics devices.7,8
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Figure 1. Ideal-lens-cloak structure. Each blue cylinder indicates an edge of a triangular ideal thin lens, and wherever three of the cylinders form a triangle, there is a suitable ideal thin lens in the ideal-lens cloak (the visual appearance of which is shown in Fig. 2). The image shown in this figure was calculated using the raytracer Dr TIM,9 and so were all other images shown in this paper.
Figure 2. Visual appearance of an ideal-lens cloak. The structure of the cloak is shown in Fig. 1, and careful comparison reveals that the inner vertices appear subtly shifted (making the bottom simplex appear smaller (very slightly, in this example) than it actually is, which is the hallmark of a cloak). It can also be seen that the parts of the floor that are seen through the device are not distorted. Note that the lenses have been made absorbing to make them visible.

Figure 3. Visual appearance of an ideal-lens cloak. Same as Fig. 2, but with the ideal thin lenses replaced with phase holograms of lenses (each designed to do perfect axial $2f - 2f$ imaging). Clearly, the appearance of this “lens-hologram cloak” is very different from that of the ideal-lens cloak.

Closely related to such devices are transformation-optics devices comprising entirely ideal thin lenses: in one of the telescope-window structures mentioned above, a few of the (improved) telescope windows are actually ideal thin lenses, and so it is natural to ask if transformation-optics devices can be constructed entirely from ideal thin lenses. It transpires that this is indeed possible. Fig. 1 shows the structure of such a device and Fig. 2 simulates its visual appearance, showing for example that the device does not distort the view through it.
Figure 4. Top view of a combination of three skew ideal thin lenses. The view through this combination of ideal thin lenses is shown in Fig. 5. The figure also shows a number of ray trajectories through the lenses.

After successfully designing transformation-optics devices from ideal thin lenses, the obvious next step is to try to adapt the design such that it works with real lenses. However, there is a problem: the ideal-lens-cloak structure consists of combinations of skew lenses, which means that these lenses need to work not just paraxially, but also non-paraxially. Also, while real lenses can be well represented by ideal thin lenses, this is the case only when focal lengths are large and in the paraxial regime. Fig. 3 shows the ideal-lens cloak from Fig. 2 with the ideal thin lenses replaced with (still idealised) lens holograms. (We consider lens holograms instead of solid-glass lenses as these are easier to simulate in our raytracing software, Dr TIM.9) Clearly, the appearance of the structure has changed completely.

Here we investigate a potential way towards realising lens cloaks, but at a price: the cloak works only for a single viewer position.

2. THE USE OF ASYMMETRIC LENS HOLOGRAMS AND FRESNEL LENSES IN SKEW-LENS COMBINATIONS

We study combinations of skew lenses not on the full lens cloak, but on a simpler system consisting of three skew lenses. Fig. 4 shows the top view of our lens arrangement, together with a few ray trajectories that have been traced through it if each lens is an ideal thin lens. Fig. 5 shows a raytracing simulation of the view through this combination of three skew ideal thin lenses.

If the ideal thin lenses are replaced with standard lens holograms (designed such that they perform perfect on-axis $2f - 2f$ imaging), the view through the lenses is distorted beyond recognition. This confirms that the ideal thin lenses in the ideal-lens cloak could not simply be replaced by real lenses, not without losing most, or even all, of its functionality anyway.

In the absence of ideal thin lenses, one way of realising lens cloaks is to sacrifice a few of the properties of ideal-lens cloaks. One of the properties of ideal-lens cloaks is that they work for any viewer position, and here we discuss ways to design lens cloaks that work for only one viewer position (but on the plus side, for that viewer position they work), which it is hoped will be sufficient for certain applications. This idea can be realised as follows. Phase holograms can easily be designed to image stigmatically between arbitrary conjugate positions. This is done simply by setting the phase change $\Delta \phi$ at each point on the hologram such that sum of the phase changes experienced by a light ray to travel from the first position to the point on the hologram, and that
Figure 5. View through the combination of three skew ideal thin lenses shown in Fig. 4. The lens closest to the camera has a red rim, the next closest lens has a green rim, the farthest lens has a blue rim.

Figure 6. View through the same setup as in Fig. 4, but with the ideal thin lenses replaced with symmetric lens holograms. The holograms were optimised for imaging of an on-axis position a distance 2f in front of the lens to an on-axis position the same distance behind the lens. The view through the lenses is unrecognisably distorted.

experienced by a light ray to travel from that point on the hologram to the second position, and $\Delta \phi$, which is the phase change experienced by the light ray to pass through the hologram at the position, is the same irrespective of the point on the hologram the light ray passed through. The lens holograms simulated in Fig. 6 were designed such that they image between axial positions a distance 2f on either side of the hologram. We propose to alter the hologram design such that it images between suitable images of the viewer position.

Specifically, the lens closest to the viewer is designed to image the viewer position stigmatically to the position of the position of the viewer position’s image the analogous ideal thin lens would produce; the lens next closest
to the viewer images this position to its image its analogous ideal thin lens would produce; and so forth. In this way, all rays that are seen by the viewer, i.e. which actually reach the viewer position, are redirected by the lens holograms exactly as they would by an ideal thin lens.

Fig. 7 demonstrates that this idea works, at least in the computer: the view through the holograms is almost exactly that through the corresponding ideal thin lenses, shown in Fig. 5. The small differences (such as blurring of parts of the lattice) are due to the finite aperture of the simulated camera.

We note that this proposed new application for phase holograms comes at a time when phase holograms, realised in the form of metasurfaces, are undergoing rapid advances.\textsuperscript{10–15} Excitingly, such a realisation offers new possibilities, including partial dispersion compensation.\textsuperscript{16} Metasurfaces have specifically been used to realised improved lens holograms,\textsuperscript{17–19} with further improvements expected.

Despite the promises of metasurface-based phase holograms, a realisation that uses simple refraction would be desirable for a number of reasons, including ease of manufacturability using existing techniques. For this reason, we also consider here a realisation in terms of glass surfaces. The two surfaces of a lens can be optimised to image, stigmatically, between two arbitrary positions, which is precisely what we require, but this can result in a thick lens, which is problematic for our application.

Therefore, we investigate here instead a realisation in terms of Fresnel lenses that image stigmatically between two arbitrary positions, one in the space of light rays that travel on the front of the lens, the other in the space of light rays travelling behind the lens. We design the front surface of our Fresnel lenses such that it redirects light rays from the conjugate position in the space of light rays that travel on the front of the lens to become parallel to the straight line between the two conjugate positions, and the back surface such that it makes those light rays converge on the other conjugate position. Fig. 8 shows a side view of one such Fresnel-lens surface, with a few light rays traced through it; Fig. 9 shows a front view.

Fig. 10 shows the view through the three-lens combination shown in Fig. 4, but with the ideal thin lenses replaced with Fresnel lenses optimised to image between images of the viewer position. In other words, the Fresnel lenses in Fig. 10 are the Fresnel-lens equivalents of the phase holograms shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the concept works: the view through the lens combination is recognisably the same as that through the corresponding ideal thin lenses (Fig. 5), but with imperfections that include absorption (in particular just inside the left edge of the front lens), a slight offset of the images at the boundary between different surface sections.
3. CONCLUSIONS

We have discussed and illustrated issues in the realisation of ideal-lens cloaks in terms of real lenses. We have also suggested a compromise that enables such devices to work but only for a single viewer position.

(due to the finite thickness of the Fresnel lenses), and the slight difference in blurring that was already observed in Fig. 7.
Figure 10. View through the three-lens combination shown in Fig. 4, but with the ideal thin lenses replaced with Fresnel lenses designed such that they image stigmatically between suitable images of the viewer position. This figure is the Fresnel-lens equivalent of Fig. 7.
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